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interview

“China is highly innovative“
what impact does the trade dispute between China and the uS have on German 
companies?

one thing is clear: even many medium-sized companies operate globally today 
and maintain subsidiaries all across the world. their supply chain is directly af-
fected when disruptions occur between individual economies. in a global economy, 
a trade dispute between the two largest economies inevitably has direct or indirect 
consequences for companies in third countries.

of course, the impact of the trade dispute on german companies depends on their 
global interdependence and their respective business model, but they cannot be 
overlooked. a deterioration of the economic development in the usa and China, 
because of their sheer size alone, directly affects the global economy as a whole.
For germany, China has a great and still growing importance. in terms of volume, 
the People’s republic is already germany’s largest trading partner. in 2017, goods 
worth a total of 186.6 billion euros were traded. germany imported goods worth 
100.5 billion euros from China, the sum of german exports to China was 86.2 bil-
lion euros. in 2018, exports to China still grew by 8.1 percent, although economic 
growth in the target country already began to slow down.

this places China in 5th place of german exports. after the us, the People’s repub-
lic is the second largest market for german companies outside europe. For many 
german companies - especially in the automotive industry - China is even the most 
important foreign market.

and how does the trade dispute affect the Chinese economy?

the trade dispute between the us and China has, among other factors, led to lower 
growth in the People’s republic. For the last year, according to official figures, a 
growth of 6.6 percent is expected. while the first half of the year was still relatively 
stable, the Chinese economy’s growth in the fourth quarter was only 6.4 percent. 
For 2019, the world bank expects under 6.5 percent.

the slower growth in China affects german companies directly, not just as export-
ers. around 5,200 german companies are currently represented by a subsidiary 
in China. they mainly produce for the Chinese market, but of course they are also 
integrated into the international supply chains.

almost all Chinese and american exports contain inputs from german companies, 
so that trade barriers in these countries are noticeable. Currently affected are auto-
motive suppliers, electronics producers and mechanical engineering.

in China’s domestic consumption, too, the uncertainty created by the trade dispute 
has left its mark. For example, after two decades of growth, the automotive market 
saw a drop in demand of around 4 percent.

Silke Besser
Managing director of the 
german-Chinese business asso-
ciation (dCw) e.v.
For more than 30 years dCw 
has been supporting economic 
relations between germany 
and China. it is the largest joint 
network of german and Chinese 
companies and institutions and 
supports both sides in their enga-
gement in the other country.
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although german carmakers were able to increase their market share in 2018, a 
stronger collapse of the market would also significantly dampen their growth. ger-
man car manufacturers currently sell about 35 percent of their total production in the 
Chinese market.

as long as a solution to the trade disputes is not in sight, declining sales expectations 
dampen the demand for capital goods. so far, some only talk of a “growth dip”. it 
is to be hoped that agreements at the political level will open new perspectives for 
companies. 

what opportunities arise for German companies from the Chinese initiative “One 
Belt, One road”?

launched in 2013 by President Xi Jinping, the belt and road initiative already in-
cludes over 60 countries in asia, europe and africa. their gross domestic product 
adds up to around 21 trillion dollars or nearly 35 percent of global economic out-
put. around 4.4 billion people are encompassed – that is 60 percent of the world’s 
population.

in about ten years, China wants to more than double its trading volume from 1.1 
trillion dollars today to 2.5 trillion dollars. the new silk road is thus the largest geo-
strategic project of our century. 

it will be important that the silk road does not become a one-way street. experts 
estimate that the initiative can increase international trade by 12 percent, while trad-
ing costs are likely to fall by 50 percent.

the People’s republic has already invested more than 25 billion dollars in infrastruc-
ture projects over the last five years. numerous projects that are in the construction 
or planning phase are not included in this figure.

there are already several direct train connections between germany and China, 
e.g. from Chongqing to duisburg, from Zhengzhou to hamburg and from Chengdu 
to nuremberg. thus the Chinese market and the neighbouring countries along the 
silk road, can now be supplied from germany much faster than by ship transport. 
the goods arrive in about 12 days at the respective end point of the routes. of 
course, this opens up further business opportunities for the logistics and transport 
industry.

in addition to further intensifying trade relations with China, the countries along the 
route will also be developed. it remains to be seen whether this will also promote the 
local national economies and strengthen the stability of these countries. 

while infrastructure upgrading is currently being carried out mainly by Chinese 
companies, there are already several projects involving german companies and 
consultants. german companies from the fields of environmental technology, energy, 
construction and engineering are also seizing the opportunities. 
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Do you continue to observe new German companies coming to China? in which sec-
tors do you see particularly great opportunities for european companies?

yes, we are still seeing new subsidiaries of german and other european companies 
in China. despite lower growth, the Chinese market continues to impress with its 
immense size and the enormous increase in its social middle class, resulting in a 
considerable consumer market. in part, companies that have been active in China 
for many years expand their commitment. despite known obstacles to investment, 
there is still a great deal of interest in entering into the People’s republic.

some companies which have been involved in China for decades are continuing to 
expand there. examples include basF, rheinmetall, Fresenius Medical Care, Knoll 
or webasto and the major automobile manufacturers. 

but also small and medium-sized companies are moving on to China. in addition 
to manufacturing companies, service providers are intensifying their activities, such 
as the logistics companies lufthansa Cargo, deutsche bahn or deutsche Post dhl 
group. even german football clubs are increasingly considering the great potential 
of asia in their internationalization strategy and establish their own offices in China.
Further market openings in some areas, such as banking and insurance, have re-
cently created new opportunities for investors. For example, allianz is the first for-
eign insurance company to set up its own holding company in China, in which no 
Chinese joint venture partner will be involved.  

China is also an interesting field of activity for start-ups from germany and europe. 
the country is highly innovative and benefits from skipping development steps other 
countries had to take in the past. 

in areas such as artificial intelligence, mobile payment and electromobility, the Chi-
na is already ahead, thanks in part to considerable state funding. this not only 
creates opportunities for established european and german companies, but also for 
start-ups to benefit from the overall positive innovation climate.
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Christian Tegethoff
Managing director 
Ct executive search

what kind of assignment do you currently work in China?

the structure of our client base in China has been unchanged for some time. we 
work mainly for medium- to large-sized companies from europe that have been ac-
tive in China for a long time. Many of them have production capacities here and 
China is one of the most important international locations for them, with group-wide 
importance also for procurement.

our assignments are predominantly replacements or mandates in the context of 
business expansion, with projects in connection with new market entries clearly be-
ing in the minority.

our assignments concern almost exclusively the local C-level. usually, we place 
Ceo, Plant Manager or sales director positions, as well as financial roles. we oper-
ate across all sectors, with a slight overweight in the b2b industry - for example in 
the mechanical engineering, construction and automotive sectors. however, we also 
work a lot in the consumer goods sector, for example in the food industry.

Does the uS-China trade dispute affect your business in China?

it is obvious that building tariff barriers hampers companies and they are watching 
the issue closely.

however, noticeable effects do not exist for us so far. this would be the case, for 
example, when foreign companies leave China or refrain from originally planned 
recruitment. i cannot recognize either, and we do not expect the us-Chinese conflict 
to escalate in a way that would affect our activities in the country.

in which provinces are you working mainly at the moment?

the majority of our clients’ sales offices is located in shanghai, from where our 
Chinese partner company also operates. around half of the inquiries relate to as-
signments in shanghai or the adjacent yangtze delta.

other important locations for european companies are the Pearl river delta, the 
regions around beijing and tianjin, and Jiangsu – they are manufacturing hotspots.   

“halF oF Client requests 
ConCern shanghai”
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Foreign companies entering a high-risk market like China must pay attention to 
their compliance programs at the local level. Passive supervision from the top 
simply will not suffice.
as a starting point, the below internal control measures should be carefully consid-
ered and strengthened where appropriate.

1. embed internal controls in the corporate governance structure

when starting a new business venture in China, it is vital to embed internal control 
mechanisms within the company’s governance structure.
the corporate governance structure of a wholly foreign-owned enterprise (wFoe) 
in China is made up of an executive director or alternately several directors consti-
tuting a board, one or several supervisor(s), and an authorized representative of 
the shareholder(s).

in addition, one individual shall occupy the position of the company’s legal repre-
sentative, a role that can be assigned either to the executive director (alternately to 
the Chairman of the board of directors) or to an optional general Manager position.
a clear segregation of duties sets the foundation for an effective reporting line, al-
lowing shareholders to have better supervision and control over their China opera-
tion in the long term.

lured by the prospect of a leaner and more efficient decision-making structure, foreign 
businesses in China too often entrust considerable authority to a sole employee, usually 
the legal representative, paving the way to a loss of transparency and control.
when an employee is able to perform important duties without supervision or prior 
authorization from a manager higher up in the reporting line, there is always a risk 
that this individual ends up acting in his or her self-interest. an opportunistic legal 
representative could do considerable harm to the company if proper checks and 
balances are not in place.

2. Monitor custody of company chops

on an ongoing basis, the shareholders should monitor whether each person is ful-
filling their duty in accordance with the company’s articles of association and PrC 
Company law. likewise, in China, careful consideration should be awarded to the 
assignment of the custody of the company chops.
sometimes also referred to as seals or stamps, chops in China are engraved with a 
given company’s details, such as its registered legal name and are used to legally au-
thorize documents – much like the signature of a senior executive in other countries.

in effect, whoever holds the company chops is de facto granted authority to act in 
the company’s name. in the day-to-day operations, this could mean signing con-
tracts on behalf of the company, or authorizing payments at the bank, for example.
“a failure to monitor the custody of company chops could provide an opportunity 

Five Fraud Prevention strategies 
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for local employees to perform fraud,” said ivy gu, who is a Manager on dezan 
shira & associates’ business risks, internal Controls & investigations (briCi) team.

gu: “we recently encountered a case where the general Manager of a wFoe in 
ningbo had used the company chop and the legal representative’s signature chop 
to transfer rMb 12 million to his personal company right after capital was injected 
by the shareholders into the wFoe.”

thus, all companies in China are advised to develop thorough internal control 
mechanisms to ensure its employees use chops legitimately. the solution may lie in 
dividing the chop usage and guardianship responsibility between different persons, 
or better yet, appoint a third-party custodian to safeguard the company chops.
in addition, it is recommended to establish who at the senior-management level 
permits to use a given chop if the regular holder is absent, and to clarify when the 
chop’s guardian is required to secure additional approval prior to usage.

in certain cases, it could be requested that the signature of a senior manager be 
applied prior to chop usage, to further strengthen the segregation of duties.
Finally, creating a log documenting the time, date, and reason each time a chop is 
used or accessed from the company’s safe, is also advisable.

3. automate inventory management, segregate purchasing functions

For trading or manufacturing companies, implementing internal controls related to 
inventory management is essential.

having an automated warehouse management system could significantly limit the 
incidence of inventory misappropriation, while physical stock takes should also be 
performed periodically to verify the accuracy of electronic data and reduce the risk 
of employees tampering with the system.
“earlier this year, an investigation we conducted revealed that the local warehouse 
manager of an international company was able to steal inventory undetected by inten-
tionally making an incomplete count of the raw materials during the quarterly stocktak-
ing process,” said gu. “such incidence of asset misappropriation could have been 
prevented if a third-party had been entrusted with the physical stock count,” gu added.

it is also essential to appropriately segregate the duties of the purchasing manager and 
warehouse manager to limit the risk of collusion of a sole decision-maker with suppliers.
there should be a clear reporting line defined whereby the warehouse manager 
instructs the purchasing manager to place new orders with suppliers, upon authori-
zation from a senior manager.
obviously, the decision regarding the choice of suppliers to begin with and pricing 
should be carefully controlled.

More generally, different steps in any purchasing process should be assigned to dif-
ferent staffs, and variances in the price paid for goods and supplies should be inves-
tigated, to limit the incidence of cash theft or collusion between staffs and suppliers.
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4. Control sales prices and monitor shipping

similarly, on the sales-side of things, price ranges for different products should be 
firmly set.
For some businesses, each product might have a set price, while for others, there is 
room for negotiation with each individual client.

in the latter case, businesses should establish firm ranges for which employees can 
sell a given product, whether it is in a certain range for all sales or different ranges 
based on the quantity sold.
Prior to proceeding with a sale outside the set range, the sales team should be 
requested to secure additional approval from a senior manager. this dampens the 
potential for cash theft or collusion with customers.

additionally, businesses should record any item shipped out with the relevant in-
voice, to avoid back-channel sales profiting individuals as opposed to the company.
the consistency between inventory data, shipping records, invoicing, and the sales 
figures in the books should be carefully monitored, and the relevant duties appro-
priately segregated.

5. Separation of roles in cash management

last but not least, a segregation of duties regarding cash management is absolutely 
essential to limit the incidence of cash theft. the responsibility to initiate and ap-
prove e-banking requests, for instance, should be separated.

one practical solution could be for the finance manager at hq level to hold the e-
banking token required to approve payments.
likewise, the cashier holding the corporate check book should not have free access 
to the company chops; otherwise, that employee would have the opportunity to initi-
ate payments at the bank undetected.

the cashier and bookkeeping functions should also be segregated, to ensure that all 
banking transactions and cash movements are properly recorded.
referring to another recent fraud investigation performed by her team, gu recounted: 
“the general Manager of a wFoe in suzhou had instructed the local cashier to 
open three bank accounts under her name, and the general Manager would transfer 
money from the company bank account into the personal bank accounts of the cash-
ier from time to time. the cashier also was responsible for the bookkeeping and was 
instructed to record the payments as payables to suppliers in the company books.”

“such cash embezzlement and asset misappropriation could have been prevented 
if the cashier and bookkeeping functions had been properly segregated,” said gu.
once such internal control processes have been implemented, compliance to these 
internal policies should be closely monitored and further encouraged by evaluating 
key staffs and business partners. 
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